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Programmable Delivery of Synergistic Cancer Drug
Combinations Using Bicompartmental Nanoparticles

Jason V. Gregory, Douglas R. Vogus, Alexandra Barajas, Melissa A. Cadena,
Samir Mitragotri,* and Joerg Lahann*

Delivery of multiple therapeutics has become a preferred method of treating
cancer, albeit differences in the biodistribution and pharmacokinetic profiles
of individual drugs pose challenges in effectively delivering synergistic drug
combinations to and at the tumor site. Here, bicompartmental Janus
nanoparticles comprised of domains are reported with distinct bulk properties
that allow for independent drug loading and release. Programmable drug
release can be triggered by a change in the pH value and depends upon the
bulk properties of the polymers used in the respective compartments, rather
than the molecular structures of the active agents. Bicompartmental
nanoparticles delivering a synergistic combination of lapatinib and paclitaxel
result in increased activity against HER2+ breast cancer cells. Surprisingly,
the dual drug loaded particles also show significant efficacy toward triple
negative breast cancer, even though this cancer model is unresponsive to
lapatinib alone. The broad versatility of the nanoparticle platform allows for
rapid exploration of a wide range of drug combinations where both their
relative drug ratios and temporal release profiles can be optimized.

1. Introduction

Cancer therapeutics are most effective, when administered in
combination with one another due to tumor heterogeneity
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and acquired resistance mechanisms. Com-
bination therapy, an approach of adminis-
tering two or more therapeutic agents or
treatment modalities, is thus increasingly
applied in cancer therapy.[1] In contrast to
single drugs, the administration of multi-
ple therapeutics has the advantage that sev-
eral pathways contributing to cell survival
and proliferation, apoptosis, and metastatic
behavior can be targeted simultaneously.
The approach of targeting orthogonal path-
ways offers the benefit of achieving greater
therapeutic effects, while also reducing the
individually required doses and associated
off-target side effects, blocking of prosur-
vival pathways, and minimizing the occur-
rence of drug resistance often observed in
patients.[1–4] As a result, extensive research
has been conducted to identify and op-
timize synergistic drug combinations.[5–9]

Critical challenges include the effective de-
livery of identified combinations, in part
due to ineffective means to control the

biodistribution and pharmacokinetics of the individual agents.
Additionally, it has been observed in some cases that optimal syn-
ergistic effects are dependent not only on the precise control over
the molar ratios delivered but also on the sequence in which the
two drugs are administered.[10]

A wide range of polymer nanoparticles have been exten-
sively developed for the use as drug carriers.[11–13] Previous
work has demonstrated electrohydrodynamic (EHD) cojetting
as a versatile and highly scalable means to synthesize multi-
compartmental micro- and nanoparticles.[14,15] Bicompartmen-
tal particles have previously been engineered to carry small
molecule drugs,[16,17] siRNA,[18,19] and imaging agents for var-
ious therapeutic applications.[20] In addition, bicompartmen-
tal particles can be synthesized at sizes less than 200 nm
and selectively surface modified with functional ligands.[21–23]

Downstream processing, including surface PEGylation,[21] CD-
47 presentation,[24,25] and red blood cell (RBC) hitchhiking,[26]

are each possible alone or in combination using these nanopar-
ticles and can be leveraged to alter biodistribution of particles.
Contrary to other nanoparticle fabrication methods, bicompart-
mental nanoparticles formed via EHD cojetting allow for individ-
ual drugs to be loaded into distinct compartments, comprising
of unique materials, capable of degrading at different rates, and
thereby resulting in distinct and controlled release kinetics.[27,28]
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Figure 1. Synthesis of bicompartmental nanoparticles via EHD cojetting. A) Reaction scheme for the chemical synthesis of pH responsive, acetalated
dextran (AcDex) and incorporation of the resulting polymer to produce bicompartmental nanoparticles. B) Representative SEM image (inset) and size
distribution of cojetted bicompartmental nanoparticles. Average diameter = 161 ± 61.2 nm. Scale bar = 1 µm. C) Dynamic light scattering (DLS) size
characterization of bicompartmental nanoparticles in PBS. Average diameter = 240 nm.

This research aims to develop a single nanoparticle platform
from which the controlled release of two distinct therapeutics can
be achieved, independent of their chemical/biological properties.
In particular, we seek to engineer programmable nanoparticles
with tunable drug ratios and decoupled release kinetics.

2. Results

2.1. Bicompartmental Nanoparticle Synthesis
and Characterization

Taking advantage of the biological difference in pH, typical
of tumor microenvironments (TME), and endocytotic cellular
compartments (i.e., endosomes and lysosomes), we aimed to en-
gineer bicompartmental nanoparticles that would preferentially
degrade in acidic conditions. Previous work by Fréchet and co-
workers resulted in the synthesis of an acetal-modified dextran
(AcDex) by reacting hydroxyl groups with 2-methoxypropene.[29]

Acetylated dextran was explored previously as a material com-
patible with electrohydrodynamic jetting through the formation
of fibrous scaffolds and nanoparticles.[30,31] Following a similar
synthetic route, we modified a 70 kDa dextran to ensure that
resulting polymer is no longer readily water soluble and the
protecting groups impart more hydrophobic properties. Under
acidic conditions, the acetal groups are readily cleaved resulting

in the release of methanol and acetone moieties and a return to
the water-soluble dextran structure. Combined with poly(lactic-
co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) within a single nanoparticle (Figure 1A),
the result is a bicompartmental particle with distinct degradation
rates in response to pH.

Prior to the fabrication of drug-loaded bicompartmental
nanoparticles, synthesized AcDex was first validated through 1H
NMR spectroscopy and particle degradation experiments. To-
gether with a noticeable change in solubility, initial NMR spec-
tra (1H, CDCl3, Figure S1, Supporting Information), when com-
pared to literature describing the synthesis of low molecular
weight (10 kDa) AcDex,[29] confirmed polymer structure. Follow-
ing polymer degradation via hydrolysis in D2O/DCl, chemically
cleaved protecting groups yield acetone and methanol, each de-
tectable via 1H NMR at ≈2.2 and 3.3 ppm, respectively. In the
case of acyclic protecting groups, both acetone and methanol are
produced; conversely, cyclic protecting groups yield only acetone.
Integration of the resulting methanol and acetone NMR peaks
suggested that ≈70% of the available dextran hydroxyl groups
were protected, rendering the resulting polymer insoluble in neu-
tral aqueous conditions (Figure S1, Supporting Information).
Further examination of the same spectra indicated that the ra-
tio of hydroxyls protected by acyclic to cyclic acetal groups was
≈4:1 (Figure S1, Supporting Information). Previous studies sug-
gest that this approaches the maximum achievable ratio of cyclic
protecting groups due to the chemical structure of dextran and
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hydroxyl groups available to participate in such bonding. The ra-
tio of acyclic to cyclic protecting groups is easily modified through
reaction conditions and ultimately contributes to particle degra-
dation rates.[32]

To further characterize the synthesized AcDex polymer,
multicompartmental nanoparticles consisting of a PLGA and
PLGA/AcDex compartments were fabricated via EHD cojetting
(Figure 1A). EHD cojetting utilizes the laminar flow of two or
more polymer solutions, in specific geometric arrangements,
to produce bicompartmental particles with anisotropic bulk
and surface properties. The application of an electric field to
the compound droplet results in the formation of a Taylor cone
and electrified polymer jet. Acceleration of the viscoelastic jet
in the electric field leads to the reduction in thread diameter
by several orders of magnitude facilitating rapid solvent evap-
oration and solidification of nonvolatile components. In the
absence of convective mixing at the stable droplet interface, the
resulting particle geometry is reflective of the original droplet
orientation. Capable of incorporating a wide range of materials,
the EHD cojetting process permits the synthesis of particles
with several substantially dissimilar and decoupled compart-
ments, including the encapsulation of imaging or therapeutics
modalities.[16–18,31]

The resulting spherical nanoparticles, when imaged using
scanning electron microscopy (SEM), were found to be relatively
homogeneous in size with an average diameter in their dry state
of 161 ± 61.2 nm (Figure 1B). This technique allowed for both
the surface morphology to be examined while simultaneously
determining a statistically significant size distribution. Once
collected and purified, their average hydrodynamic diameter,
measured by dynamic light scattering (DLS), was determined
to be 240 nm, Polydispersity Index (PDI) = 0.316 (Figure 1C).
The discrepancy in size can be attributed to a combination of
swelling of the polymer nanoparticles in solution and inherent
differences in the measurement techniques. When additional
purification was performed through centrifugation methods
we were able to obtain fractions of smaller particles, ≈175 nm
(PDI = 0.174) in diameter as measured by DLS (Figure S2,
Supporting Information). Particles were then incubated in either
neutral or acidic buffer at 37 °C for 5, 10, 15, and 20 h. These par-
ticles were then extensively washed, deposited on silicon wafers,
and imaged via SEM to visually investigate their degradation in
response to pH. It was observed that particles in acidic buffer
underwent significant swelling and rapid degradation compared
to those incubated in neutral conditions (Figure S3, Supporting
Information). This observed difference in nanoparticle degra-
dation would suggest that the acetal protected dextran remains
water insoluble under neutral conditions; however, when ex-
posed to acidic environments, the polymer readily undergoes
acid catalyzed hydrolysis, is converted back to its water-soluble
form, and results in a rapid degradation of the AcDex containing
particle hemisphere. Together, these properties offer an ability
to tune the release kinetics of encapsulated molecules in re-
sponse to external stimuli, notably the pH of the surrounding
environment.

To demonstrate the difference in degradation of each of
the polymer phases and its effect on the release of encap-
sulated small molecules, Rhodamine B was incorporated into
the AcDEX/PLGA compartment while Coumarin was loaded

into the PLGA compartment. The addition of dyes to the syn-
thesized nanoparticles did not significantly change the result-
ing nanoparticles shape or size as confirmed by the respective
SEM images (Figure 2A). Super resolution, structured illumi-
nation microscopy (SIM) of the resulting nanoparticles clearly
shows the formation of two distinct compartments, each con-
taining the loaded dye molecules (Figure 2A). The particles were
found to have diameters consistent with previous measurements
taken in their dry state and imaged using SEM. The release ki-
netics of each fluorescent molecule at physiologically relevant
conditions were determined (Figure 2B–E). Neutral conditions
(pH 7.2) were selected to inform release kinetics from particles in
circulation and healthy extracellular space while pH 5.0 was
evaluated to characterize release in the more acidic TME and en-
docytotic vesicles. Together, these two conditions were chosen to
provide a more complete representation of drug release following
systemic delivery. The stability of both polymer phases was evi-
dent by the slow release kinetics of the fluorescent molecules at
pH 7.2 (Figure 2B). At pH 5, the release of Rhodamine B from the
AcDEX/PLGA compartment phase of the nanoparticles is notice-
ably faster than that of coumarin from the PLGA compartment
(Figure 2C). This was also evident after changing the pH of the
solution from pH 7.4 to pH 5.0 at t = 24 h (Figure 2D). While we
observed an obvious divergence of the individual release profiles
following the change in pH at 24 h, it was also noted that nearly
75% of each encapsulated material had already been released; ex-
perimental designs for subsequent release experiments were ad-
justed to account for this. Finally, comparing the initial release of
Rhodamine B from the acetylated dextran phase in acidic pH, it
is clearly more rapid than when the nanoparticles are incubated
at neutral pH (Figure 2E).

2.2. Activity in HER2+ Breast Cancer Models

After establishing the ability to both load and release small
molecule surrogates from bicompartmental nanoparticles, work
was done to identify and optimize a potentially synergistic drug
combination. Lapatinib (LAP), a dual epidermal growth factor re-
ceptor (EGFR) and human epidermal growth factor receptor 2
(HER2) kinase inhibitor, was originally approved for treating late
stage, HER2+ breast cancer in combination with capecitabine.
Since then, it has been tested in various clinical trials as a substi-
tute for trastuzumab in combination with other chemotherapeu-
tic agents. In particular, LAP and paclitaxel (PTX) have been eval-
uated for treatment of various phenotypes of metastatic breast
cancer.[33–37] Overexpression of tyrosine-kinase activity is essen-
tial in many biological functions, including those contributing to
chemoresistance.[38,39] In patients that fail to respond to broadly
applied chemotherapeutics such as PTX, inhibiting this pathway
has been shown to regain efficacy.[40] Therefore, it has been pro-
posed that the combination of tyrosine-kinase inhibitors with tax-
anes may prove to be effective treatment regimens. The addition
of LAP to PTX chemotherapy regimens has extended the survival
of patients with metastatic, HER2+ cancer while being mostly
ineffective for HER2- patients.[33,34,36] In addition, LAP and PTX
have proven to be effective in treating HER2+ breast cancer pa-
tients in the neoadjuvant setting.[37] The use of high doses of LAP
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Figure 2. Dye loading and controlled release from bicompartmental PLGA/AcDex nanoparticles. A) SEM image of dye-loaded bicompartmental nanopar-
ticles. Average size = 165 ± 37 nm. Individual particles imaged with super-resolution, structured illumination microscopy (SIM) showing distinct com-
partments within single particles. Scale bar (SEM) = 1 µm, Scale bars (SIM) = 300 nm. B–E) Release of encapsulated small molecule dyes Coumarin and
Rhodamine B from PLGA and pH responsive PLGA/AcDex compartments, respectively. Release kinetics studied at B) physiological pH, 7.2, C) acidic
pH, 5.0, and D) a dynamic system with a change of pH from 7.2 to 5.0 at the 24 h timepoint. E) Release kinetics of Rhodamine B, encapsulated within
the pH responsive PLGA/AcDex compartment evaluated at both neutral and acidic conditions. Results are shown as mean ± standard deviation (SD).
Statistical significance defined as p < 0.05 (n ≥ 3 biological replicates; two-way ANOVA and Sidak’s multiple comparisons tests; **** p < 0.0001, **
p < 0.005, * p < 0.05).

has also been used to increase the delivery of albumin bound PTX
to various solid tumors by reducing the hyperpermeability of the
tumor vasculature.[41] While promising, other studies have found
no true synergistic effect between the two drugs when delivered
simultaneously.[42]

Given the early, yet conflicting, clinical success of PTX and LAP
in combination, it poses the question if the combination’s efficacy
could be further improved if the drugs are administered in an op-
timal manner. However, designing the optimal combination reg-
imen for PTX and LAP in their free forms is a challenge due to
the drugs being administered through different routes: LAP as an
oral pill and PTX intravenously with Cremophor EL. To ensure
the drugs reach the tumor site simultaneously, various delivery
systems have been synthesized to codeliver the two hydropho-
bic agents. In particular, LAP and PTX have been loaded into the
core of micelles,[40,43–45] liposomes,[46] injectable hydrogels,[47]

and layer-by-layer nanoparticles.[48] In many of the studies, the
combination vehicles were effective at inhibiting the growth of
both HER2+ cancer cells and many multidrug resistant cancer
cell lines.

While current delivery platforms are capable of delivering
LAP and PTX in combination, their release rates can not be
independently controlled. Further efficacy may be achieved
by programmable delivery aimed at optimizing the sequence
and ratio in which the drugs are administered. Previously,
pretreatment with trastuzumab (which also inhibits the HER2
receptor) prior to PTX was more effective at initiating apop-
tosis in HER2+ cancer cells than the simultaneous exposure
of the two agents.[49] It was postulated that a similar mecha-
nistic advantage might also contribute to the combined LAP
and PTX therapy. However, there is no way to manipulate the
relative release rates of the drugs from the current delivery

platforms. Therefore, we hypothesized that our pH responsive
Janus nanoparticle delivery system would allow for the drugs to
release at different rates and could result in a greater degree of
synergy.

2.3. Free Drug Synergy

Using BT-474 cells as a representative cell line for HER2+ breast
cancer, the activity of both LAP and PTX was individually deter-
mined for different drug exposure times (Figure 3A–D). In all
cases, efficacy and individual drug IC50 values were determined
at the 72 h timepoint. LAP (Figure 2A,B) and PTX (Figure 2C,D)
were either incubated with the cells for the entire 72 h (blue line)
or introduced for a shorter periods (red, 24 h and black, 4 h) while
the remaining time the cells were incubated in drug-free media.
The 72 h IC50 doses for LAP and PTX, when administered for
the entire 72 h, were determined to be 85 × 10−9 ± 10 × 10−9 and
14 × 10−9 ± 1 × 10−9 m, respectively. Decreasing the exposure
time of each drug from 72 to 24 h increased the IC50 dose 3x and
6x for LAP and PTX, respectively. On the contrary, delaying the
exposure of LAP and PTX for 24 h increased the IC50 dose ≈3x
for both drugs.

After identifying the relative activity of each drug on its own,
cellular proliferation was measured following exposure to com-
binations of LAP and PTX. Exploring a range of molar ratios, it
was found that a 3:1 (LAP:PTX) molar ratio provided the great-
est synergistic effect. Treating cells with that same fixed molar
ratio, (3:1, LAP:PTX), near the IC50 of each drug, the cells were
exposed to different schedules of drugs (Figure 3E). Given the
cell viability after exposure to the individual drugs compared
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Figure 3. Free-drug cell inhibition and synergistic drug combination studies in HER2+ breast cancer cells. A–D) Fractional cell inhibition and relevant
dose response curves for BT-474 cells after exposure to A) LAP → media, B) media → LAP, C) PTX → media, and D) media → PTX. Cell viability was
assessed at 72 h for each schedule. Points are experimental data and lines are best fit median effect model. Error bars represent 95% CI (n ≥ 12 wells).
E) 72 h incubation schedule of LAP and PTX combinations. F) Fractional cell inhibition as a function of different LAP (0.03 𝜇M) and PTX (0.01 𝜇M)
schedules evaluated with MTT assay. Results are shown as mean ± 95% CI (n ≧ 6 wells). G) Combination index as a function of schedule. Error bars
represent 95% CI (n ≥ 6 wells).

to the combination treatments (Figure 3F), it was determined
that giving LAP 4 h prior to PTX (Schedule 2) is significantly
more effective than giving the two drugs simultaneously (Sched-
ule 3) (Figure 3F). This holds true whether LAP is present af-
ter PTX exposure or whether extracellular LAP is removed after
PTX exposure. In addition, it is also synergistic if PTX is given
prior to LAP (Schedules 4 and 5); however, this combination is

less active than the reverse schedule where LAP was delivered
first.

Using the optimal schedule of LAP (4 h) → PTX/LAP (68 h),
the effect of molar ratio on synergy between the two drugs was
studied. With a PTX dose below the IC50 (0.10 × 10−6 m), mo-
lar ratios of LAP:PTX greater than 1 are synergistic (combination
index, CI < 1) (Figure S4, Supporting Information). However, as
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Figure 4. Synthesis and characterization of programmable nanoparticles via EHD cojetting. A) Fabrication of pH responsive, dual drug-loaded particles.
PTX and LAP were encapsulated within distinct PLGA and pH responsive PLGA/AcDex compartments. B–D) Controlled release of PTX and LAP from
PLGA and AcDex/PLGA nanoparticle compartments, respectively. B) Extended and uniform cumulative release is observed at physiological pH, 7.4 with
no statistically significant difference observed at any time point (p > 0.05). C) Release under acidic conditions indicate a pH dependency on release
kinetics with rapid degradation and release of LAP from the AcDex/PLGA compartment. A statistically significant difference in cumulative release is
observed during the intermediate phase (6 h < t < 120 h) of combined drug release. D) A change in pH at t = 3 h from 7.4 (physiological, circulation)
to 5.0 (acidic, intracellular), designed to simulate in vivo systemic delivery, further demonstrates pH dependency on release kinetics. All timepoints
greater than 6 h show significant differences comparing PTX and LAP cumulative release (p < 0.0001). E) A focused look at the first 24 h of (D), more
clearly shows the significant departure of the combined release kinetics following the pH change at t = 3 h. Results are shown as mean ± SD. Statistical
significance defined as p < 0.05 (n = 6 biological replicates; two-way ANOVA and Sidak’s multiple comparisons tests; **** p < 0.0001, *** p < 0.0005,
** p < 0.005, * p < 0.05).

the dose of PTX is increased significantly above the IC50 (0.30
× 10−6 m), the synergy decreases compared to lower PTX doses.
This is likely due to the fact that at this high concentration, PTX is
already significantly potent as a single drug. Together, these data
motivated the proposed design of loading and rapidly releasing
LAP from the PLGA/AcDex compartment while complimenting
it with a slow and sustained release of PTX from the PLGA com-
partment (Figure 4A).

2.4. Synthesis and Characterization of Drug-Loaded
Nanoparticles

To characterize the release kinetics of each drug, a full release
study was completed for the particles of interest. Again, LAP was
encapsulated within the AcDex/PLGA compartment, designed to
release quickly in response to acidic environments; meanwhile,
PTX was encapsulated within the PLGA-only compartment with
a goal of creating a delayed release relative to that of LAP. Fol-
lowing a similar approach to the release of dyes, three different
conditions were evaluated, pH 7.4, pH 5.0, and a dynamic release
condition consisting of a change of pH (at t = 3 h) from physio-
logical to acidic conditions.

In all cases, it is observed that a significant release of drugs
from the particles occurs within the first 72 h. In neutral condi-
tions, an extended release of each drug is observed with no sig-
nificant difference seen between the release profiles of the in-

dividual drugs (Figure 4B). However, it is evident that in acidic
release conditions, LAP is preferentially released due to the rapid
and selective degradation of the AcDex/PLGA compartment (Fig-
ure 4C). Furthermore, when the release buffer is exchanged at
t = 3 h, a rapid burst release of LAP is observed compared to that
of the PTX (Figure 4D). This is most clearly seen in the first 24 h,
highlighted in Figure 4E.

2.5. Cancer Activity of Programmable Nanoparticles

A variety of bicompartmental nanoparticles were cojetted with
LAP and PTX. Both LAP and PTX were loaded into bicompart-
mental nanoparticles by dissolving the drugs in the individual
polymeric solutions. The drugs were loaded into different com-
partments to change the relative release rate of each drug (Ta-
ble S1, Supporting Information). While each particle system
was jetted with LAP and PTX concentrations to give final drug
loadings of 2.7 and 5.5 wt%, respectively, approximately a four-
fold lower drug loading remained after collecting, purifying, and
washing each particle type, determined with high performance
liquid chromatography-mass spectroscopy (HPLC-MS). Despite
this, the approximate target 3:1 molar ratio of LAP:PTX was
achieved in each of the final particle formulations with loading
efficiencies ranging from 22% to 28%. Control particles were also
made with just a single drug or no drug encapsulated to fur-
ther investigate the advantage of dual-loaded bicompartmental
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Figure 5. Cancer activity and synergism in HER2+ breast cancer cells. A) Fractional cell inhibition of BT-474 cells after 72 h exposure to the following
bicompartmental particles: LAP1PTX2 (AcDEX/PLGA: LAP, PLGA: PTX, blue), LAP1,2PTX1,2 (AcDEX/PLGA: LAP + PTX, PLGA: LAP + PTX, black), and
LAP2PTX1 (AcDEX/PLGA: PTX, PLGA: LAP, red). Points are experimental data and lines are best fit median effect model. B) PTX IC50 concentrations for
each particle type. Error bars represent 95% CI (n ≥ 12 wells). C) Fractional cell inhibition of BT-474 cells after 72 h exposure to the following bicom-
partmental particles: LAP1 (AcDEX/PLGA: LAP, PLGA: blank, red), PTX2 (AcDEX/PLGA:blank, PLGA:PTX, blue), LAP1 + PTX2 (black), and LAP1PTX2
(AcDEX/PLGA: LAP, PLGA: PTX, white). Results are shown as mean ± 95% CI (n ≧ 6 wells). D) Combination index for particle LAP1PTX2. Error bars
represent 95% CI (n ≥ 6 wells).

particles and possible toxicities associated with the polymers
themselves. Particles, regardless of their drug content, were
found to have an average size of ≈160 nm with low polydisper-
sity in their dry state, similar to both unloaded and dye loaded
particles previously synthesized.

Prior to determining the efficacy of the drug loaded particles
at inhibiting cancer cell growth, the toxicity of the blank par-
ticles was determined on MDA-MB-231 (HER2−) and BT-474
(HER2+) cells (Figure S5, Supporting Information). Up to a par-
ticle concentration of 3 µg mL−1, no toxicity was observed for the
blank particles in either cell line. Higher particle concentrations
were not evaluated because these particle concentrations were
sufficiently high for toxicity testing in vitro with the drug loaded
particles.

The activity of the different bicompartmental nanoparticle iter-
ations (Table S1, Supporting Information) was evaluated on BT-
474 cells (Figure 5B). Drug loadings of each formulation were
determined by HPLC-MS and used to standardize all experimen-
tal groups to produce comparable data points for dose response
curves allowing a direct comparison to be made between all par-
ticle types and previously conducted free drug studies. Bicom-
partmental particles which contained LAP in the AcDEX/PLGA
compartment and PTX in the PLGA compartment (LAP1PTX2)
induced the most cellular toxicity of the particles loaded with

both drugs. Both particles which contained PTX and LAP in
different compartments (LAP1PTX2 and LAP2PTX1) have a lower
PTX IC50 (4.3 × 10−9 ± 0.5 × 10−9 and 6.6 × 10−9 ± 0.7 × 10−9 m,
respectively) than free PTX (14 × 10−9 ± 1 × 10−9 m). Inter-
estingly, the particle system which contained both drugs in the
AcDEX/PLGA compartment (LAP1,2PTX1,2) is not as potent as
free PTX. All combination particle systems were significantly
more potent than free LAP at the concentrations tested.

The cellular activity of the most potent nanoparticle
(LAP1PTX2) was then compared to a physical mixture of single
drug loaded particles with LAP and PTX in the AcDEX/PLGA
and PLGA compartments, respectively. Again, HPLC-MS mea-
sured drug loadings informed the study to ensure equal dosing
between the various experimental groups. The dual loaded
particle (LAP1PTX2) was considerably more potent than both
the PTX and LAP control particles (Figure 5C) which had
similar drug loadings to the dual loaded particle. In addition,
the dual loaded particle (LAP1PTX2) is much more effective at
inhibiting BT-474 cell growth than a physical mixture of LAP
and PTX control particles (LAP1 and PTX2) at similar drug
concentration. Compared to the single drug loaded particles,
the dual loaded particles are synergistic at inhibiting cell growth
(CI < 0.5) for particle concentrations less than 1 µg mL−1

(Figure 5D).
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The activity of the bicompartmental nanoparticles was also
evaluated in triple negative breast cancer cells (MDA-MB-231).
Because triple negative cells are HER2−, LAP is typically ineffec-
tive at inhibiting MDA-MB-231 growth. Using LAP concentra-
tions which are relevant to the particle systems (up to 100 × 10−9

m), LAP does not inhibit any MDA-MB-231 growth. However,
LAP has shown to enhance the activity of other cytotoxic drugs
on HER2− cancer cells by inhibiting drug efflux pumps.[42,50]

Interestingly, both dual loaded particle systems are more ac-
tive than the single loaded PTX particles against MDA-MB-231
cells, even though the single loaded LAP particles show no signs
of toxicity (Figure S6, Supporting Information). The IC50 for the
dual loaded particles LAP1PTX2 and LAP1,2PTX1,2 is 3x and 2x
lower, respectively, than the single loaded PTX particles. In addi-
tion, the most toxic dual loaded particle (LAP1PTX2) has a signif-
icantly lower IC50 than free PTX (LAP1PTX2: 4.3 × 10−9 ± 0.6 ×
10−9 m, free PTX: 11 × 10−9 ± 2 × 10−9 m). When tested in nontu-
morigenic mammary epithelial MCF 10a cells, lower IC50 values
were found for all particle types compared to each of the breast
cancer cells lines. The results follow a similar trend to free PTX
in the various cell lines (Table S2, Supporting Information).

3. Discussion

LAP has been used in combination with many other chemothera-
peutics in the clinic due to its ability to enhance tumor inhibition.
In particular, the combination of LAP and PTX has proven to be
an effective drug combination for treating late stage, metastatic
breast cancer. Here, we show that the drug pair is synergistic at
inhibiting the growth of HER2+ breast cancer cells if given in
the correct sequence. We then demonstrate that we can synthe-
size programmable nanoparticles which are capable of control-
ling both the molar ratio of LAP and PTX and the relative release
rate of each drug.

The HER2+ cell line BT-474 is responsive to both LAP and
PTX with single drug IC50 values in the nm range; however, the
combination of LAP and PTX is not synergistic, if the cells are
exposed to both drugs simultaneously. If the schedule of drug
administration is controlled, such that the one drug is exposed
prior to the other drug, the combination becomes synergistic in-
dicating a lower drug dose can be administered to achieve the
same cellular growth inhibition. In free drug studies, synergy is
the highest when LAP is given 4 h prior to PTX at a molar ratio
of LAP:PTX of 3:1. For the optimal schedule, the CI is ≈0.5, indi-
cating that a twofold lower dose of PTX can be given. It is evident
that synergy between LAP and PTX is highly dependent upon
both the schedule and molar ratio of LAP and PTX while treat-
ing BT-474 cells. This is consistent with a previous study which
showed that trastuzumab can only enhance the activity of PTX
on HER2+ cancer cells if the cells are exposed to trastuzumab
first.[49]

The strong dependence of drug synergy on drug ratio and tem-
poral schedule makes it difficult to translate an effective combi-
nation dosing regimen to the clinic due to the complicated phar-
macokinetics. Various nanosized delivery vehicles have been syn-
thesized to carry both LAP and PTX to ensure that cancer cells are
exposed to the drugs simultaneously; however, drug release from
these vehicles cannot be changed without changing the physi-

cal structure of the vehicle and/or drug loading process.[40,44–48,50]

Here, we used EHD cojetting to synthesize Janus nanoparticles
which enable us to manipulate the release rate and molar ratio of
drug-loaded particles without drastically changing the drug load-
ing technique and/or overall particle structure.

Bicompartmental nanoparticles were synthesized with one
compartment containing AcDEX/PLGA and one compartment
containing PLGA. The particles are less than 250 nm, ideal for
surface modifications such as PEGylation or CD-47 conjugation
facilitating extended particle circulation and accumulation in tu-
mors with leaky vasculature following systemic administration.
The Janus morphology of the nanoparticles was verified with
super resolution microscopy, and each compartment degrades
and releases their encapsulated cargo at a different rate. The
AcDEX/PLGA compartment is pH responsive and degrades sig-
nificantly faster in acidic pH than the PLGA compartment. It is
expected that the drugs which are loaded into the AcDEX/PLGA
compartment will be available to the cell faster than drugs loaded
in the PLGA compartment, due to bulk polymer degradation in
response to the acidic environment in the TME, endosomes, and
lysosomes. Furthermore, while not shown here, AcDex degrada-
tion kinetics and composition of the AcDEX/PLGA compartment
can also be manipulated to further control the relative release rate
of each compartment.[32]

Both LAP and PTX could be loaded into either particle com-
partment, so dual loaded particles were synthesized varying
which compartment each drug was loaded in. Particles which
contained LAP in the AcDEX/PLGA compartment and PTX in
the PLGA compartment were considerably more potent to BT-
474 (HER2+) cells than the particles which contained both LAP
and PTX in the AcDEX/PLGA compartment. This is consistent
with the free drug data, which shows that exposing BT-474 cells
to LAP prior to PTX is more synergistic than exposing the cells
to both drugs concurrently. Furthermore, the dual-loaded parti-
cles were more potent than the combined delivery of single drug
loaded particles at the same drug dose, demonstrating that syn-
ergy is maintained between PTX and LAP. Surprisingly, the dual
drug loaded particles were also more potent to triple negative
breast cancer cells (MDA-MB-231), even though the cells are un-
responsive to LAP on its own. The enhanced activity is likely due
to the inhibition of efflux drug pumps with LAP;[42,50] however,
further research is required to explore this effect in detail.

The primary advantage of using dual drug loaded particles is
that cells are exposed to the drug pair, regardless of how the in-
dividual free drugs distribute in the body. However, it is often ad-
vantageous to expose the cells to one drug prior to the other drug.
Here, the therapeutic activity of dual loaded PTX/LAP particles
could be manipulated in vitro by changing the relative release ki-
netics of the drug pair by changing which compartment the drugs
were incorporated into and their bulk composition. The ability to
manipulate individual drug release kinetics provides another ad-
justable parameter while designing combination drug particles.
Previous studies have synthesized core–shell particles to release
one drug relatively faster than another drug; however many of
these systems rely on differences in drug hydrophobicity to load
into different regions of the particle.[51–55] On the contrary, by
using EHD cojetting, the relative release rate of PTX and LAP,
and the resulting cellular toxicity, could easily be manipulated by
changing reaction conditions and final particle architecture. This
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observed control of release kinetics is not limited to this particu-
lar drug pair.

While the dual loaded particles containing LAP in the
AcDEX/PLGA compartment were most effective at inhibiting
cancer cell growth in vitro on BT-474 cells and MDA-MB-231
cells, this will not be true for all cell lines. Furthermore, other
pairs of chemotherapeutic agents will demonstrate schedule-
dependence, motivating the development of new delivery plat-
forms capable of controlling the release rate of multiple therapeu-
tics. Moving forward, the effect of drug release needs to be eval-
uated with respect to not only cancer cell activity in vitro but also
healthy cell activity and in vivo efficacy. Regardless of the drug
combination, the effect of drug schedule should be critically eval-
uated when designing a delivery vehicle to carry multiple agents.

4. Conclusions

Cancer therapy approaches continue to move toward the use of
combination therapy in an attempt to maximize treatment effi-
cacy and limit harmful off-target effects. Despite recent advances
and the identification of promising drug combinations, effec-
tively delivering these to the site of the tumor remains a chal-
lenge. The development of bicompartmental nanoparticles with
distinct degradation profiles provides a method to control both
the loading and release of multiple drugs from a single platform.
Distinct to this approach is an ability to deliver the individual
drugs in a temporally controlled manner in response to changes
in pH. Through the encapsulation and controlled release of both
surrogate small molecule dyes and two established chemother-
apeutic drugs, it has been demonstrated that the release kinet-
ics can be controlled and are dependent upon the bulk material
properties of the discrete compartments rather than the chemi-
cal structure of the molecule being released. While demonstrated
here in HER2+ breast cancer delivering LAP and PTX, the versa-
tility of the EHD cojetting technology allows the concept of pro-
grammable nanoparticles to be extended to other drug combina-
tions where dose and timing are found to be important factors to
achieve synergistic effects. Future work aims to further evaluate
this system in vivo, investigate targeting approaches for systemic
delivery of the bicompartmental platform, and explore novel drug
combinations where programmable delivery may increase thera-
peutic efficacy.

5. Experimental Section
Materials—Cells: MDA-MB-231, BT-474, Media: Hybricare, mammary

epithelial cell growth medium (MEGM) kit, fetal bovine serum (FBS),
penicillin-streptomycin

Materials—Drugs: Lapatinib free base (LC Laboratories), paclitaxel
(LC Laboratories), ixapebilone

Materials—Reagents: 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-
diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT) assay, phosphate buffered saline
(PBS), PLGA 5004a (Corbion), deuterated water (D2O, TCI America),
dextran from Leuconostoc mesenteroides (64–76 kDa, Sigma), anhy-
drous dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO, Sigma), pyridinium p-toluenesulfonate,
2-methoxypropene (Sigma), trimethylamine (TEA, Sigma), deuterated
chloroform (Sigma), chloroform (Sigma), dimethylforamide (DMF,
Sigma), acetonitrile (Sigma), hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide
(CTAB, Sigma), Tween 20 (Sigma), Coumarin 314 (Sigma), Rhodamine B
(Sigma)

Cell Growth: All cells were grown in a humidified incubator at 37 °C
and 5% CO2. BT-474 cells were grown in Hybricare media supplemented
with 10% FBS and 1% PS. MDA-MB-231 cells were grown in supplemented
MEGM media.

Activity Assays: BT-474 and MDA-MB-231 cell suspensions (100 µL)
were seeded in 96 well plates at concentrations of 1.1 × 104 and 1.0 × 104

cells per well, respectively. Cells were allowed to adhere overnight, and
the media was replaced with drug or particle formulations the following
day. Pure drug solutions were prepared from DMSO stocks of the drugs
(1 mg mL−1 PTX and 1 mg mL−1 LAP). Particle formulations were prepared
by suspending the lyophilized particles in PBS (≈0.1 mg mL−1) with 0.01%
Tween 20 and then dispersed with ultrasonication.

After cells were incubated with drugs for 72 h, unless specified other-
wise, the drug formulations were replaced with MTT reagent (0.5 mg mL−1

in media). Following 4 h incubation, the MTT solution was aspirated and
DMSO was added to each of the wells. The plates were shaken for 30 min
and the absorbance of each well was read at 570 nm (Tecan Plate Reader).
Dose response curves were calculated similarly to previous reports. Syn-
ergy between combination treatments were calculated using the combina-
tion index first published by Chou and Talalay.[56]

Synthesis of Acetylated Dextran: Acetylated dextran was synthesized ac-
cording to a modified version of the protocol developed by Fréchet for
the acetalation of low molecular weight dextrans.[29] Briefly, 1 g of dextran
(64–76 kDa) was dissolved in 50 mL of anhydrous DMSO. Once, com-
pletely dissolved, 25 mg of pyridinium p-toluenesulfonate was introduced,
followed by 5 mL of 2-methoxypropene, added dropwise. The reaction ves-
sel was purged with dry N2 and stirred for 3 h under positive pressure at
room temperature. Acetylated dextran was precipitated out of solution by
combining the reaction mixture with 200 mL of distilled H2O (+1 v/v%
TEA). The product was washed several times with DI water via alternating
centrifugation and resuspension cycles. The final product was lyophilized
to remove any water, yielding a dry, white powder.

Polymer Characterization: Synthesized acetylated dextran was charac-
terized via proton NMR spectroscopy to confirm polymer structure and
characterize acyclic versus cyclic hydroxyl protection. To determine the de-
gree of protection, protected dextran was hydrolyzed in D2O with a small
addition of DCl to acidify the solution. Proton NMR spectra was collected
using a Varian 400 MHz (University of Michigan (UM), Chemistry NMR
Core) instrument. The resulting 1H NMR spectra was used to calculate the
fraction of hydroxyl groups protected through the reaction and estimate
the ratio of acyclic versus cyclic acetal protecting groups using Equations
(1) and (2), respectively.

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣

((
MeOH

3

)
+
(

Acetone − (2)(MeOH)
3

))
300

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
(100%) (1)

MeOH : Acetone −(2) (MeOH) (2)

Validation of the protected acetylated dextran and its degradation in
acidic conditions was validated through the controlled degradation of
synthesized particles. Bicompartmental nanoparticles consisting of two
compartments, one PLGA only, and a second, a PLGA/AcDex blend,
were synthesized via EHD cojetting. The particles were dried under
vacuum to remove any residual solvent and suspended in either neutral
pH conditions (PBS + 0.1% Tween 20, pH 7.4) or acidic buffer (sodium
acetate-acetic acid buffered solution + 0.1% Tween 20, pH 5.0). Particles
were incubated at 37 °C for predetermined periods of time. At the end of
the incubation period, nanoparticles were washed three times with PBS
followed by five ultrapure water washes to remove any residual salts. Final
nanoparticle solutions were spin coated onto silicon wafers and imaged
via scanning electron microscopy.

Particle Synthesis: All carrier formulations were fabricated using
electrohydrodyamic (EHD) cojetting as previously described.[16,17,27]

Briefly, PLGA compartments consisted of a 7.0 w/v% PLGA in a
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70:30 v/v CHCl3:DMF solution. AcDex/PLGA compartments consisted
of a 2.5 w/v% PLGA and 4.5 w/v% acetylated dextran in a 70:30 v/v
CHCl3:DMF solution. In each case, a small addition (2 w/v%) of CTAB was
added to act as a surfactant to control for final particle size. When encap-
sulating chemotherapeutic drug into the particle system, drugs were first
dissolved in DMSO at concentrations of 100 mg mL−1 and then diluted
to target concentrations, relative to base polymer in CHCl3. Bicompart-
mental particles were fabricated by flowing solutions for each of the two
compartments in a side-by-side arrangement and cojetted at a total flow
rate of 0.2 mL h−1, 30 cm needle to collector distance, and 9.5–11.0 kV
applied electrical potential. All cojetted particles were dried under vacuum
for 3 weeks to ensure residual solvent was completely removed before their
further use in future experiments.

Particle Characterization: Particles were characterized in both their dry
and hydrated states to determine size, particle morphology and struc-
ture, and drug loading efficiencies. Particles were collected on small sil-
icon wafers placed on the collection platform, dried under vacuum, and
sputter coated with a thin (<10 nm) layer of conductive gold prior to
imaging according to previously developed methods. SEM imaging was
completed with an FEI NOVA 200 Nanolab Scanning Electron Microscopy-
Focused Ion Beam (SEM-FIB) instrument (UM, (MC)2 Imaging Core). Par-
ticle size distribution was determined by manually measuring particle di-
ameter using ImageJ software (n ≥ 300). Particles with dyes loaded into
each compartment, were collected on glass cover slides, dried under vac-
uum and mounted in ProLong Diamond Antifade Mountant, and imaged
using super-resolution SIM with a Ziess ELYRA microscope (UM, Biointer-
faces Optical Imagine and Analysis Lab). All samples were imaged follow-
ing a standard Zeiss developed, channel alignment protocol to eliminate
alignment artifacts when investigating Bicompartmental particle nature.
DLS was performed using a Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZSP (UM, Bioint-
erfaces Nanotechnicum), following particle collection and purification in
PBS (+0.1% Tween 20).

Particle Loading and Release: To determine loading and loading ef-
ficiency, particles were fabricated incorporating Coumarin 314 into the
PLGA compartment and Rhodamine B into the AcDex/PLGA compart-
ment. Known particle masses were collected and dissolved in chloro-
form. The resulting solutions were examined using a Horiba FluoroMax-
3 Fluorometer with excitation/emission wavelengths of 436/485 and
543/576 nm, respectively. Results were compared to previously generated
calibration curves to determine total dye loading.

A similar approach was used to determine drug loading for all drug-
loaded particle variations. Particles were dried under vacuum as previously
described and then dissolved in chloroform. Resulting solutions were ana-
lyzed for drug concentrations using an Agilent Quadrupole Time-of-Flight
(Q-TOF) HPLC-MS instrument (UM, Chemistry Mass Spec Lab). Previ-
ously generated calibration curves were used to determine total drug load-
ing, loading efficiency, and relative molar ratios in particles that encapsu-
lated both compounds.

Release kinetics were determined via dialysis. In both dye and drug re-
lease experiments, known particle masses were collected and suspended
in 5 mL of release media. PBS was used as neutral release media, while a
sodium acetate-acetic acid buffered solution, adjusted to pH 5.0, was used
for acidic release conditions. Particle solutions were placed within a Float-
a-Lyzer device (100 kDa molecular weight cut-off, Spectrum Labs) and sub-
merged in an additional 40 mL of equivalent release media in 50 mL con-
ical vials. The vials were incubated at 37 °C. At predetermined times, the
dialysis device was transferred to a new conical vial filled with prewarmed,
fresh release media.

Samples from preliminary dye release experiments were measured
as described above using the Horiba FluoroMax-3 Fluorometer. Sam-
ples from drug release experiments were measured as described above
using the Agilent Q-TOF HPLC-MS instrument. In each, case a pre-
viously generated calibration curve was used to quantify cumulative
release.

Statistical Analysis: All values are expressed as mean ± standard de-
viation (n ≥ 3 biological replicates). Fractional cell inhibition and dose
response curves were fit using nonlinear fits and display error bars of
95% confidence intervals. Statistical analysis and nonlinear median ef-

fect model fits were performed using GraphPad Prism 7. For normally dis-
tributed data sets, two-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) testing followed
by Sidak post hoc tests were used to test statistical difference between
measurements; p-values less than 0.05 were considered significant.
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